
CTR500 - INSTRUCTIONS (V1.0 02-09-2020) 

Universal electronic board controlling 1 or 2 motors operating at 12/24Vdc destined to the gate automation. 

Definitions 
Start (START) - Contact N.O. 
Input to be used to require the opening or closing of the gate (both leaves). 
Pedestrian start (STPD) - Contact N.O. 
Input to be used to require the opening or closing of one leaf only (M2 - pedestrian leaf). Pedestrian start control is irrelevant during a 
Start cycle until the closing step end (closed gate). During a Pedestrian start cycle, Start control is always working and causes the 
start of an opening cycle of both leaves. 
Stop (STOP) - Contact N.C. 
It prevents the start of working cycle. If the Stop command is supplied during the motion, it provokes the immediate stop of the gate. 
The gate remain in stop as long as the contact is opened. After a Stop command the following Start command always starts an opening 
cycle. A Stop command supplied during the pause time interrupts the work cycle. 
Photocell (FOT) - Contact N.C. 
It is an optical barrier intended to intercept and signal the passage of people or vehicles along the path crossing the gate or in the area 
nearby it. The photocell is affecting but during closing step and in the pause time. If an obstacle darkens the photocell while closing it 
provokes the stop and motion reverse after 1,5 sec.. The intervention of the photocell during the pause time reloads it extending the 
period before automatic closing. 
Photostop (FTS) - Contact N.C. 
It is an optical barrier intended to intercept and signal the passage of people or vehicles along the path crossing the gate or in the area 
nearby it. If an obstacle darkens the photostop during the motion or in the step previous to the work cycle start, it determines a 
temporary stop of the gate. The blinker signals by a fixed light the anomalous condition. As soon as the obstacle is removed an opening 
cycle starts, except when the gate is fully opened. In that case a closing cycle will start. The intervention of the photostop during the 
pause time reloads it extending the period before automatic closing. 
Safety rib (CST1 / CST2) 
It is a device that, in case of collision against an obstacle, determines the stop of the gate and, after 1,5 sec., motion reverse for 2 sec. It 
is possible to connect safety ribs of resistive type (8K2) or with electric contact N.C.. The card automatically surveys the type of the 
device connected. If you wish to change the type of safety rib, you have to cut off the power to the card and then to give it again. An 
obstacle pressing on the safety rib in the step previous to the work cycle start determines a temporary stop of the gate. The blinker 
signals by a fixed light the anomalous condition. As soon as the obstacle is removed a work cycle starts. 
Opening limit switch (FC1A / FC2A) - Contact N.C. 
Device that signals when the leaf has completed the opening stroke. 
Closing limit switch (FC1C / FC2C) - Contact N.C. 
Device that signals when the leaf has completed the closing stroke. 
Blinker (LAMP) 
It is lamp intended to signal the danger condition due to moving gate. Blinking logics are the following ones: 
- Fast (2 blinking/sec.): signals the opening phase, Slow (1 blinking/sec.): signals the closing phase, Fixed light: signals that the gate is 
stopped, waiting for the removal of the obstacle that darken the Photocell, the Photostop or the safety rib, Quick short flash (2 
flashes/sec.): signals missing connections on the safety rib input. 
Motor 1 (MOT1) 
Outputs for the control open / close of the motor connected to the first gate leaf in closing phase. 
Motor 2 (MOT2) 
Outputs for the control open / close of the motor connected to the gate leaf delayed in closing phase. 
Electric lock (SERR) 
Impulse control for the release of electric lock. The electric lock must be connected to the leaf operated by the motor 2. 
Open gate lamp (SCA) 
The lamp is switched off only when the gate is fully closed. 
 
Signalling Leds 
DL1 - Programming Led (red): It switches on in programming step and during gate motion. 
DL2 - Power supply Led (green): It switches on when the power supply is connected to the input AC IN. 
DL3 - Pedestrian start Led (green): It switches on at a pedestrian start control in terminal board. 
DL4 - Start Led (green): It switches on at a start control in terminal board. 
DL5 - Stop Led (red): It switches off at a stop control in terminal board. 
DL6 - Photocell Led (yellow): It switches off when the photocell is darkened. 
DL7 - Photostop Led (yellow): It switches off when the photoelectric cell is darkened. 
DL8 - Opening stroke end Led M1 (yellow): It switches off when the opening stroke end for motor 1 is activated. 
DL9 - Closing stroke end Led M1 (yellow): It switches off when the closing stroke end for motor 1 is activated. 
DL10 - Opening stroke end Led M2 (yellow): It switches off when the opening stroke end for motor 2 is activated. 
DL11 - Closing stroke end Led M2 (yellow): It switches off when the closing stroke end for motor 2 is activated. 
 
Trimmer 
RV1 - It regulates the intervention threshold of amperometric sensor during fast speed. It’s a sensor surveying sudden variations of the 
current absorbed by the motor due to collisions of the gate against some obstacles. The intervention of the amperometric sensor acts in 
the same way as the Safety rib device. Turning the trimmer clockwise reduces the detection sensitivity. 
 
Programming keys 
P1 - Allows to insert/cancel the remote control codes in the memory 
P2 - Allows to set the pause time and the M2 motor’s closing delay 
P3 - Allows to set the working time of the leaves. 
 
Dip-switches 
DP1 - Automatic closing (ON = Step-by-step with automatic closing OFF = Step-by-step without automatic closing). DP2 must be ON. 
DP2 - Condominium logic (ON = Step-by-step OFF = Condominium mode) 
DP3 - Immediate closing (ON = Step-by-step with immediate closing OFF = Step-by-step without immediate closing). DP2 must be ON. 
DP4 - Extra-push (ON = Extra-push enabled OFF = Extra-push disabled) 
DP5 - Erasing of all delays between leaves (ON = Delays erased OFF = Delays enabled) 
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Jumpers JP1 (Leds’ power supply) 
When entered, it enables leds switching on. It is useful in the working with solar panel to reduce consumption. JP2 (Battery charger) 
When entered in position 1-2 it allows the charge of a 12V battery. When entered in position 2-3 it allows the charge of a 24V battery. 

Technical features 
Slow-down (soft stop) 
At stroke end the unit reduces the speed of leaves (Soft stop function) so to avoid strong impacts. Power supply 
The power to electronic card and motors is supplied by an electric transformer equipped with protection fuse. It is possible to connect to 
the equipment an optional battery to guarantee the working of the automation when electric power is missing. 
Radio receiver 
The electronic card CTR500 contains a 2 channels radio receiver. The receiver can memorize up to 100 codes. The channel 1 of 
receiver acts as Start, while the channel 2 acts as Pedestrian Start. 
Extra-push (DP4=ON) 
It is possible to enable the “extra-push” function, used to make easy the release of electric lock in bad weather conditions. The “extra-
push” function operates only with closed gate and is a logical sequence starting the electric lock during a short closing step (1 sec. 
approx.) and disables it only after the leaf’s start in opening. At closing end the electronic card supplies a short acceleration on both 
leaves (1,5 sec) at the maximum speed so to make easy the electric lock’s insertion. 
Erase of all delays (DP5=ON) 
This function allows you to cancel all the delays between the leaves. The two leaves open and close simultaneously. 

 
Working logic 
“Step-by-Step” logic (Dip 1 = OFF Dip 2 = ON) 
A Start control puts into motion, a following control stops the motion, a further Start control reverses the motion (direction reverse). 
“Automatic closing” (Dip 1 = ON Dip 2 = ON) 
When the gate has reached opening it will automatically close after the set Pause time. A Start control supplied during the pause 
interrupts work cycle and the gate doesn’t close automatically. Photocell intervention during pause time reloads it, extending the period 
before automatic closing. 
“Condominium” logic (Dip 1 = irrelevant Dip 2 = OFF Dip 3 = irrelevant) 
When the gate has reached opening it will automatically close after the set Pause time. A Start control supplied while opening is 
irrelevant. A Start control supplied while closing provokes the stop and gear reverse after approx. 1,5 sec.. A Start control or Photocell 
intervention during pause time reloads it, extending the period before automatic closing. . 
WARNING: after each modification of the working logic, switch the control unit off and on again to make the change active. 
“Immediate closing” (DP3=ON DP2=ON) 
In opening phase and during pause time, after having passed the Photocell, it determines the stop and, after 1,5 sec., gate closing. 
Electric power lack 
Following to a temporary electric power lack, at recovery the first Start control determines an opening cycle. 
“Single leaf” operation 
In single leaf operation, the operating logics described above remain unchanged. 
In case of single leaf gate, set DP5=ON and connect the leaf to the motor M2. 

 
Programming 
Learning of remote controls 
To enter a START code, press the P1 key once. To enter a PEDESTRIAN START code, press the P1 key twice. Each time the P1 key 
is pressed, the DL1 led emits a short flash. After 3 seconds from the last pressure of P1, the DL1 led turns on with a steady light. Then 
press the key to be memorized on the remote control. The DL1 led will switch off, indicating that the code has been memorized. If the 
code is not recognized, the DL1 led stays on for 10 sec., after which it will automatically switch off. 
Erasing of all memorized codes 
To delete all the stored codes, keep the P1 key pressed for approx. 10 sec. until the DL1 led turns off. 
Setting of pause time and the M2 motor’s closing delay 
To set the pause time, press the P2 key once. To set the M2 motor’s closing delay, press the P2 key twice. Each time the P2 key is 
pressed, the DL1 led emits a short flash. After 3 seconds from the last pressure of P2, the DL1 led turns on with a steady light. Let 
pass the time corresponding to the desired time and press again the key P2. 
Programming of work time for M1 leaf 
Rotate the RV1 trimmer to the maximum clockwise. Make sure the leaf M1 is completely closed. Press button P3 for about 3 sec., DL1 
led will turn on with steady light. Press the P1 key to open the M1 leaf with reduced speed. At the end of opening the M1 motor stops 
and the leaf starts to close with the maximum speed. At the end of closing the leaf stops automatically. 
Programming of work time for M2 leaf 
Rotate the RV1 trimmer to the maximum clockwise. Make sure the leaf M2 is completely closed. Press button P3 for about 3 sec., DL1 
led will turn on with steady light. Press the P2 key to open the M2 leaf with reduced speed. At the end of opening the M2 motor stops 
and the leaf starts to close with the maximum speed. At the end of closing the leaf stops automatically. 

 
Warning: it is obligatory to install the mechanical stops on opening and closing 
 
Electrical and mechanical features 
Dimensions and Weight of card: 170 x 90 x 46 mm - 0,26 Kg 
Main power supply: 230 Vac +/- 10% 
Stand-by power consumption: 1 W approx. 
Working temperature: from 0 to + 60 °C 
Single motor maximum power: 40 W (CTR500) / 60 W (CTR500/PW) / 80 W 
(CTR500/STR) 
Blinker power supply: 12 Vdc - 5 W max 
Open gate lamp power supply: 12 Vdc - 1 W max 
Electric lock power supply: 12 Vac 15 W max 
Accessory power supply: 12 Vdc 3 W max 
Battery charger capacity: 0,1 A 
Relay contact capacity: 30 A 
Amperometric Stop regulation: from 50 to 87% 
Programming of motor work time: 120 seconds max 
Programming of delay in closing M2: 60 seconds max 
Programming of pause time: 300 seconds max 
Operating frequency: 433,92 or 868,35 MHz 
 

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY 
Unit description: Universal electronic board controlling 1 or 2 motors operating 
at 12/24 Vdc destined to the gate automation Model: CTR500 
Applied rules: EN 61000-6-3, EN 61000-6-1, EN 301489-1, EN 301489-3, EN 
300220-2, EN 300220-1, EN 60950-1 
Test laboratory : NEMKO SPA 
Outcome: Positive 
The manufacturer declares that the above listed products comply to the norms 
provided for by European directives 2004/108/EC and 2006/95/EC. 
Date: 22-06-2020 
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